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	 Products
												  Turbine flow meter 
													 

														  Flowmeters  


													 
	  Bourdon tube pressure gauge 
													 

														  Type R - Bourdon tube pressure gauge  
	  Type F - Bourdon tube pressure gauge  


													 
	  Hydraulics digital pressure gauge 
													 

														  Hydraulic digital pressure gauge - DM80  
	  Hydraulic digital pressure gauge - DM80S  
	  Digital Pressure Measurement with USB  


													 
	  Hydraulic-Diagnosis 
													 

														  HD01 - Hydraulic Diagnosis Device  
	  HPKD - Hydraulic-Test case, Digital  
	  HPK - Hydraulic-Test case, Analogue  
	  HD01 - Individual Components  
	  HPL - Hydraulic test strips  
	  Flow sensors  


													 
	  Calibration - LR-CAL 
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									About us

									LR SMART TECH is a brand of the LEITENBERGER group, which has been one of the leading representatives of the measuring, calibration and testing equipment industry since 1969.
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									Products

									Our product portfolio includes standardized as well as individually tailored hydraulic measuring and testing devices for the field of fluid measurement technology. Whether pressure, temperature or flow.
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						 Tel: + 49 (0) 71 21 - 9 08 - 100
 Fax: + 49 (0) 71 21 - 9 08 - 200
 E-Mail: smt-info@lr-germany.de 
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